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Abstract
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normal, natural pain in labor can challenge the core
of one’s being—it is a healthy sensation that provides
direction for women moving through the maze of labor.
The challenge of giving birth today is to develop confi-
dence and trust in one’s inner wisdom and allow nature
to do its thing. When this is accomplished, a woman’s
body is often permeated and nourished by spiritual en-
ergy and guidance. She emerges from her labor bed with
a renewed sense of her body’s strength and power and
with an enhanced spirituality.
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Birth is a beginning,
And death a destination,

But life is a journey,
A sacred pilgrimage

Made stage by stage—
From birth to death
To life everlasting.

—from Gates of Prayer:
The New Union Prayer Book

These words, taken from a prayer read during the High
Holy Day services at my synagogue, have special mean-
ing for me. As I reflect on the journey that my life’s work
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has taken me, I am struck by a powerful link between birth takes on a spiritual dimension and for others it is
approached with fear and dread and avoided at all costs?giving birth, facing death, and awakening spirituality.

I began my professional career as a nurse working in In her book Birthing Normally: A Personal Approach to
Childbirth, Peterson (1981) points out that most womenlabor and delivery. I was drawn to this area of nursing

partly by the awe I experienced when, during my student labor in the same way they live. Labor is a crisis situation
for most women. They approach it the way they ap-days, I first witnessed a birth. Seeing a woman give birth

brought up emotions for which I had no words, back proach any crisis: Some believe they are powerless, while
others try to assume control. Many women choose notthen. I only knew that I had been moved beyond all reason

and that there was no other specialty in nursing for me. to experience a natural labor and birth; instead, they
choose to ‘‘control’’ the experience of the process withAs I lookbackonthat experience, I realize that itwasmore

than just witnessing the miracle of a new life beginning. the use of technology and pain-obliterating anesthesia.
Today, too many women approach labor with the wishWhat inspired me was how this unmedicated woman

could integrate the power of birthing energy with the (stated or unstated), ‘‘Take care of this inconvenience,
please. I don’t want to feel a thing—just hand me thestrength of her own being and accept the sacred work

of creation. When each of my three daughters was born baby when it’s over!’’ Instead, what women need most
in labor is encouragement and loving support for theiryears later, I understood how the awesome act of giving

birth can have a profound effect on a woman’s life. abilities to birth normally. Women’s confidence and abil-
ity to give birth are either enhanced or diminished byAlthough working with childbearing women has re-

mained my passion over the years, more recently my the care provider, place of birth, and the amount of input
laboring women can add to decisions about their ownprofessional practice has evolved to helping women deal

with the events associated with the diagnosis and treat- care. Sadly and too often, women do not get the encour-
agement they need because many doctors and nursesment of breast cancer. Women with this potentially life-

threatening illness are often forced to confront their own hold the same attitudes about labor as they do about
any medical crisis or inconvenience—in their role asmortality. I have noticed that many women faced with

a diagnosis of breast cancer develop a greater apprecia- experts, they feel they must cure it as soon as possible.
Thus, most women today opt for routine use of epiduraltion for life. Coward (1990, 1991) and Tylor (1983)

report that, in some women, the experience of a life- anesthesia. In doing so, they are deprived of the opportu-
nity to truly experience an event that has the potentialthreatening illness leads to self-transcendence and

greater emotional well-being. Reed (1991) defines self- to help them grow to greater spiritual and psychological
fullness.transcendence as the experience of extending self-bound-

aries inwardly, outwardly, and temporally to take on Our spiritual selves are an intrinsic part of us, but we
spend less time focusing on this part of our lives thanbroader life perspectives, activities, and purposes. Al-

though giving birth in modern times is rarely considered we do on just about anything else. For the most part,
we go through our lives believing that if we learn asa life-threatening illness, I believe that for some women

the experience of giving birth can also provide an oppor- much as we can about the material world—our bodies,
our education, our jobs, etc.—we will be in control andtunity for self-transcendence.

Recently, while participating in a Catholic studies able to contend with life’s challenges. Traditional child-
birth education classes emphasize the need to learn every-seminar at Seton Hall University, titled ‘‘Divine Madness

and the Intellectual Life: Exercises in Appreciation,’’ I thing there is to know about the process of labor. Coping
strategies are discussed, as well as the technology thatbegan to reflect on birth and death—two very diverse

yet somehow similar life-altering experiences. Giving will be there to help, if necessary. Couples expect that,
if they attend classes and practice their breathing andbirth and facing death both have the potential to awaken

spirituality and, thus, open the individual to a greater relaxation exercises, they will be prepared to cope with
the challenges of labor. One thing that is often absentappreciation for meaningful life. This commentary fo-

cuses on the idea that giving birth provides an opportu- in childbirth classes is a discussion of the spiritual aspect
of this life-affirming experience—the recognition ofnity for self-transcendence.

Why is it that for some women the process of giving God’s presence in the miracle of life.
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Perhaps this argument explains the benefit to women
in being challenged and confronting potential suffering

One thing that is often absent in childbirth classes is
in labor. Jiménez (1996) describes a comfort continuum

a discussion of the spiritual aspect of this life-affirming for exploring issues of pain and comfort. She places
suffering at the far end of the continuum. Jiménez furtherexperience—the recognition of God’s presence in the
notes that culture, ethnicity, and religion strongly influ-

miracle of life. ence pain beliefs and practices. She notes that some reli-
gions teach that the acceptance of one’s own pain and
suffering is a means to spiritual perfection and growth.

When I propose to my undergraduate nursing students As Miller (1992) writes, ‘‘Suffering, Aeschylus says in
the notion that giving birth naturally can be a spiritual Agamemnon, is the greatest spiritual teacher. It is
experience, they often look at me as if I am ‘‘mad.’’ through suffering that one learns whether God exists’’
Why, they ask me, would anyone want to ‘‘suffer’’ when (p. 23). Miller (1992) also argues that ‘‘. . . suffering
modern medicine can provide anesthesia to take away is the exact opposite of being in control. It means opening
all the pain? Why bother to experience a natural birth? oneself to what is horrifying, instead of recoiling from
Why not plan to feel as little as possible? This often it’’ (p.27). In trying to manage or control pain in labor,
leads to a philosophical discussion on birth. I want them one takes away its capacity to challenge the core of
to appreciate birth as normal, natural, and healthy. We
hear a great deal about the pain of childbirth, but very
little about the joy and pleasure of feeling the contrac- In trying to manage or control pain in labor, one takes
tions, bearing down as the baby pushes into the world,

away its capacity to challenge the core of one’s being.and experiencing harmony with the rhythms of one’s
body as it does the incredible work of birth. I try to help
students recognize that the experience of birth pro-

one’s being. When allowed, suffering in labor can turnfoundly affects women and their families, that women’s
everything upside down and lead one to become an ap-inner wisdom can guide them through birth. My con-
preciative participant in the mystery of birth. As Millertention is that, in order to be transformed by birth,
(1992) writes, ‘‘When the very center of the self is deeplyone must truly experience it. Some students accept this
affected, one’s whole way of thinking about the world,philosophy; however, others continue to question why
as well as one’s whole way of feeling it, is profoundlyanyone should needlessly have to or want to endure
and permanently altered’’ (p. 21). The person one waspain. This leads to ongoing intellectual dialogue. Jerome
before has, to some degree, ceased to exist—and so hasMiller writes:
the world in which one used to live.

When a woman is able to give up the notion of control-Being open to upsetting experiences and the radical ques-
tions they provoke seems like ‘‘madness.’’ But Plato ar- ling her normal labor process and, instead, open her
gued that this kind of ‘‘madness’’ is divine because it is heart to the dread, horror, wonder, awe, and mystery of
the font from which the religious and the intellectual life the process, she allows for an altered view of her exis-
spring . . . . Our secular culture encourages us to ‘‘deal tence. In the book Birthing from Within, England (1998)
with,’’ ‘‘cope with,’’ and ‘‘manage’’ such experiences so beautifully articulates this process:
that we can maintain control over our lives. But religious
traditions seem to unanimously suggest that, if we allow

In the last, most intense hours of labor, I had unexpect-
ourselves to be shattered by these experiences, they can

edly become mindless, floating in boundless empty space
have a transformative impact on us: they can lead us to

between contractions, unoccupied by any thoughts
become appreciative participants in mystery, instead of
controllers.*

ing faculty to participate in a seminar titled ‘‘Divine Madness and
the Intellectual Life: Exercises in Appreciation’’ facilitated by Dr.
Jerome Miller, Chair, Philosophy Department, Salisbury State Uni-*Text from broadcast e-mail message, December 10, 1998,

from the Center for Catholic Studies, Seton Hall University, invit- versity.
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whatsoever. This timeless bliss was regularly pierced by The pain of labor is not simply an unpleasant side effect of
sharp pain reminding me that my head was still attached the stretching cervix, contracting uterus, and descending
to a body! But in between contractions, my mind would baby; feeling the pain and then responding to it has the
simply float away. Near the end of labor, my ego mental power to actually facilitate the process of labor and birth.
chatter and birth plans all receded into the activity of Unrestrained by fetal monitors, intravenous devices,
birth. My thinking-mind plummeted into an immense and confinement to bed, women respond by changing po-
silence in which I felt bathed in love and well-being. It sition, rocking, walking, rubbing, massaging, and moan-
was then, for an unforgettable moment, that I felt a ing. Women try any number of things, eventually figuring
oneness with all mothers who had ever given birth, and out what works best. And as women get comfortable, try
to all mothers all over the world who were laboring and to feel better, and actively ‘‘do something,’’ their contrac-
giving birth with me that night. For a fleeting moment, tions gain strength, the cervix stretches, and the baby set-
I saw all of us reaching deep inside for strength to break tles into the pelvis, rotates, descends through the birth
through the mental and physical limitations, which we canal, and is born. Focused awareness, responding to
had assumed to exist. No longer feeling isolated, I no- what she is feeling, and finding a rhythm evolves as the
ticed a surge of compassion and vigor. It seemed that woman experiences the pain of her labor. Knowing what
my effort was in some way helping others through labor, to do, often without thinking about it, is inner wisdom
and their effort was helping me. In giving birth I had at its best. These women are not suffering, not passively
become a link in the eternal chain of mothers. This pro- enduring pain; they are on a personal journey only they
found sense of connection with other women was a turn- can take. Their pain guides them in their journey.
ing point. (p. 9) . . .

Over and over we have to emphasize, ‘‘You know how
to give birth. You know just what to do.’’ . . .The mounting intensity of labor forced complete surren-

Anything that interferes with a woman’s ability to ex-der of this woman’s body and will, dissolving her ego,
perience her contractions or to respond to them in a vari-ideas, and familiar sense of self. There was no fear of
ety of ways has the potential of interfering with thedying because there was no ‘‘self’’ left to resist and fear.
progress of labor. . . . (pp. ix-x)At that transcendent moment she had become birth itself.

Perhaps, this represents the spiritual birth of woman into Well-supported women who trust their bodies’ ability
mother. to give birth seem to have an intuitive sense that guides

them. The challenge of giving birth today is to develop
confidence, trust inner wisdom, and allow nature to do
its thing. Women who are able to labor and give birthAt that transcendent moment [the laboring woman]
relaxed, confident, and with loving support experience

had become birth itself. Perhaps, this represents the an inner harmony that brings with it strength and endur-
ance. The pain that is a natural part of childbirth be-spiritual birth of woman into mother.
comes manageable. Experiencing, not obliterating, labor
and birth allows women to feel the interweaving of the
joy and pain, work very hard, and delight in their incredi-How can health care providers help women achieve
ble accomplishment.this kind of self-transcendence during birth? First, it must

be acknowledged that the work of normal labor is pain-
ful. Seeking pleasure and avoiding pain are natural pur-
suits. For survival’s sake, it is essential to avoid or fix Women who are able to labor and give birth relaxed,
pain that is life-threatening. When we touch something

confident, and with loving support experience an innerhot, our response is to remove our hand; in doing so,
we protect ourselves from serious injury. But normal harmony that brings with it strength and endurance.
labor pain does not need to be fixed. It is a healthy The pain that is a natural part of childbirth becomes
sensation that provides direction for women moving

manageable.through the maze of labor. In her article, Really Teaching
Lamaze: The Power of Pain, Lothian (1999) explains:
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1173.come to realize the miraculous gift of being.

Moving Beyond Ourselves

This is our purpose: to make as meaningful as possible this life that has been bestowed upon us; to live in such
a way that we may be proud of ourselves; to act in such a way that some part of us lives on.

—Oswald Spengler

In absence of clearly defined goals, we become strangely loyal to performing daily acts of trivia.
—Unknown

We are not human beings having a spiritual experience. We are spiritual beings having a human experience.
—Ram Dass
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